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Abstract 
In the face of fast growing concerns for sustainability in all wakes of human endeavor around 

the planet, this paper aims to support a generative process for exploring futures conceptions and 
seeks to contribute to professional futurists’ design abilities. It is a contribution to connect practical 
social and business innovation with actionable futures thinking. The approach is founded on design 
innovation methodology backed by C-K theory, a constructive prototyping strategy, which can 
account for any moment when a “futures potential” happens. To illustrate the process, a series of 
matching field experiments are portrayed, whereby kick-off propositions led to blueprint concepts 
and, through their systematic expansion, were carried into project briefs that could be implemented 
with planners, policy makers, and project managers. The illustrated content provides decision-
makers an operational and sharable framework.

Keywords: futures design, science fiction, C-K theory, design innovation

I – Nature and Scope of the Paper in the Context of Futures and Design
Today, responsible thinking about the future should be performed in a way useful to all 

stakeholders. This means open, original, robust, and valuable thinking. Futures Studies (FS) 
is typically driven by a forward-looking approach. It is a quality that may be rooted in an 
understanding of trends or emerging situations (e.g. weak signals) or that is based on present 
or past issues and context. By contrast, a ceaseless hallmark of Science Fiction (SF) has been 
to project compelling hereafters back to present awareness. Arguably, they could be considered 
as two cousin fields working along Arthur Eddington’s time arrow (Eddington 1928) in causal 
ways, even if the causal relation cannot be commonly perceived. Does some correlation exist 
between those two modalities of futures awareness? They operate within an asymmetry of time 
through two disjoined projections: 
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• Futures Studies generally projects human perceptions forward into 
time. It is an anticipatory artful process of projecting futures, pushing from 
the past and/or present, i.e. the context, the environment, whereby futures 
are worked out from some established starting point. Futures Studies starting 
points may be explicated through scenarios, images (e.g. of the future, Van 
Leemput, 2015) or any explicit depiction of a singled out aspect or ‘part-of-
future’ depiction.

• Science Fiction pulls speculative human perception backwards. It is 
a ‘foreign futures’ catalyst, always remaining within its own referential 
narrative system, encompassing a universe of utopian or antonymic 
dystopian fictions, or mere illusions (the fantasy genre of SF). Science 
Fiction evolves intrinsically as an off-scale self-sufficient art, without having 
to a priori justify its depictions with respect to the known world (non-
transferability). It is essentially regenerating concepts about future worlds, 
and it isn’t necessarily aligned with the present context (thus anticipated); 
and therefore a singular defining property of science fiction is that the 
projected stories should remain beyond immediate reach (i.e. outside of 
commonly shared experiential knowledge bases). Actually, a timeline for 
accessing its depicted futures facts isn’t needed.

Authors such as Ramos insist on maintaining the dynamism in the tension 
between present and future for exploring solutions to emerging futures challenges 
(Ramos, 2013). The main drive of this paper is to chart an operational FS←→SF 
junction path through a unified framework that builds such a tension, and that also 
departs from the waterfall metaphor of problem-solving (criticized by Conklin 
(2006)). An operational universe of futures that encompasses FS and SF, however, 
requires a rigorous, yet somewhat unusual epistemology in respect to notions of 
‘concept’ and ‘knowledge’:

- A knowledge corpus is made of propositions that are either known in some 
form (e.g. from theories, domains of expertise, experience and know-how, 
also emotions and feelings), or are declared as somehow feasible (e.g. 
prototypes), or are instead known to be impossible. Its elements always have 
a logical status (e.g. a 4-wheel drive car).

- A concept is a proposition that is undecidable (i.e. can’t by answered by a 
‘yes’ or ‘no’, it’s impossible to decide if the proposition could be somehow 
actualized or not). The term belongs to general philosophy yet always 
designates a specific meaning. It is close to the meaning used by engineers, 
designers and architects when they specify an innovative proposition (e.g. an 
electric car). A concept has no logical status (a flying car). A concept evokes 
an “unknown” proposition relative to available knowledge (Hatchuel, 2002). 
This differs, for example, from Bruno Latour’s (2005) constructivist and 
relational epistemology of a concept, whereby a ‘concept’ is ontologically 
active and generative in a network that includes machines and humans.  

Futures Studies classically bases scenarios on knowable propositions of varying 
certainty or grade, thus revealing a degree of uncertainty. But scenarios may 
someday appear as rudimentary, as Roman numerals began to look when decimal 
numbering was introduced. A futurist centers on and subordinates his/her work to 
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realizing and validating predefined functions (e.g. categorizing, resolving known 
problems or specifications). As an architect of futures, a futurist has rapport to 
knowledge, even if unordinary; is bound to compare with the past; whereby the 
distance between success and failure is often the applicability of the findings. In 
contrast, the design of radically novel situations (thus including Science Fiction 
stories and taking ‘design’ in the broad sense of intentional conception) provides 
an opportunity to start from undecidable propositions. A SF author is an artist who 
relinquishes the fortune of his/her creation to other’s judgment. 

When used together, FS and SF can bring us a new calculus of thinking futures. 
Hence this paper positions futurists as designers, much as in Haldenby’s vein, i.e. 
engaging “creative collaboration through narrative to bring a much needed dose 
of creativity and interactivity to our ways of thinking about the future” (Haldenby, 
2013). Situating this work further in the context of the design thinking space, a long 
neglected approach, directly connects with Stuart Candy’s seminal thesis (Candy, 
2010) in several respects: the use of cultural stories about possible futures, imagining 
surprises, developing a range of possibilities, pluralizing and defamiliarising 
futures. Futurist as designer also connects with Ramos’ Futures Action Model, 
which combines futures and enterprise design approaches, with clear overlaps with 
enterprise generation (for governance, resources, people and teams). 

Distinguishing Concepts from Knowledge led the author to use the C-K Theory 
of Ecole des Mines ParisTech, an abstracted design reasoning process and a powerful 
approach for discussing design phenomena. Design is here intended as creative 
engineering, including e.g. new functional spaces, requirements, competencies, 
business models, etc. It’s an experiential activity that spans the spectrum of human 
endeavors, from architecture to science, industrial design, and usage (Hatchuel, 
2010) and that capitalizes on the radical and definitive distinction between what’s 
uncertain (resorting to probabilities) and what’s undecidable (resorting to a-factual 
logic). An experimental parallel with Haldenby’s using “technology in futures to 
bring a distant past into present” (Haldenby, 2013) is sensed, as he too strives to 
think about the unthinkable, by creatively imagining scenarios and “bringing them 
to life, allowing people to step inside rather than just a linear story” (id.). Haldenby 
scenarizes worlds (“worlding”) that “make us think through experience […] to feel 
out the futures.” 

The proposition is put forward that, to design radically new futures conceptions 
is also to design at least one future that does not exist in the knowledge base 
encompassing present and past, i.e. known (probable or not) facts. Shouldn’t a 
universal theory of designing futures also account for unexpected futures? This 
creation of novelty is obtained by the logic of “expansion capacity”. An unlimited 
number of futures can potentially be generated by logical design via the C-K 
Theory1 framework, while futures studies typically work out fewer through its 
knowledge oriented projections. Hence, the epistemology of science fiction here 
retains a clearer commitment to the Knowledge space, even if unbounded, a-historical 
or infinite, as a way to conceive futures outside of time in a disruptive philosophical 
way. 

The above considerations transcend problem-solving methods, sociologic or 
cognitive approaches to tackling futures, while present day dominant methods 
(scenarios, Delphi…) scenarize or regulate the selection of futures by optimizing 
the given – read known - rules and without altering them. Instead, a generative way 
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for futures genesis in non-denumerable ways is discussed and illustrated, which 
provides a bridge between FS and SF.

II – Equipping the Design of Fictional Futures with C-K Theory

II.1 How does C-K theory basically work
The fundamental futures design proposition

The C-K theory of design was established by Hatchuel, Weil and later Le 
Masson (2010) through the years 1996-2011. It differentiates from problem-solving 
theories (Simon, 1989) and establishes a formal distinction between the space of 
“Concepts” (C) and the space of “Knowledge” (K) as a condition for design:

• In K, “matching experts” - i.e. individuals having relevant expertise or 
knowledge - are able to evaluate propositions with logical status. 

• C is the space of the unknown. Should a concept be validated or verified, it 
gets thrown back to the K space by definition!

A futurist specifying a future smart city picks one scenario in the set of (plausible, 
possible, feasible…) ones, thus partitioning ‘smart cities’ with criteria that restrict 
possibilities: a restrictive partitioning, where the listed scenarios remain unchanged. 
A SF author is free to open new and progressive options: an expansive partitioning, 
where partitions get transformed. The set of all possible SF scenarios can’t be 
completely specified because there are as many SF sets as possible definitions. He/
She partitions by expanding the definition of SF worlds, though using attributes. 
Where to these come from? They are inseparable of the sourcing from the knowledge 
space. K is gradually augmented and continuously (re) organized, through 
mobilizing theories, practices, crafts, traditions, tests, verifications, validations etc. 
- all of which can be dubbed knowledge. The identified K assemblage looks like a 
collection of categorized islands of identifiable subspaces.

The two conditions of a) calling for partitioning an incompletely specified C set 
and b) sourcing from an external K space underpin C-K theory.2

Disjunction and conjunction operations
To start a futures design process as such, an initial future proposition must be 

birthed and formulated through a blueprint suggestion, a sort of attractor of futures, 
in a way that can be dubbed ‘undecidable’: hence it opens the Concepts space. 
The blueprint should project strangeness or oddness, be a “crazy expression”, thus 
extending Dator’s second Law of the Future (Any useful idea about the future should 
appear to be ridiculous), beyond the probable or plausible. Candy (2010, p.203) 
alluded to the need for playing “at the edge of plausibility” but unfortunately didn’t 
dip into undecidability. Not by chance «in so far as theory and research in futures 
studies is about ‘unthinkable thoughts’, about new departures and new destinations, 
it is also about dissent.» (Sardar, 1999, p. 139).

Thus playing at the edge of plausibility, dissent, and undecidability in this 
theory happens by departing from K elements, thus formulating a disjunction 
K→C. To trigger the design process, that blueprint gets progressively expanded 
by successively adjoining attributes (properties). This constitutes the basic C-K 
expansion process. Hence, the C space gets unfolded through tree structure(s) while 
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its elements, the concepts, are progressively adjoined attributes. Note that the wordy 
attributes can only be expressed from K; even the initial blueprint can only be forged 
by using known words! Example: A livable submarine city with air inflows/outflows 
that regulate temperature.

An unbounded process expansion creates “images” of futures within C: 
progressive concepts growing a series of new propositions with attributes. An 
obvious practitioner question then is how to systematically explore an Unknown 
space? Of course, the future can’t be mapped as a territory, rather unmapped: 
there actually are four possible operations, given that modeling the dynamics of 
design happens by concurrently expanding the space of concepts and the space of 
knowledge. 

As soon as a concept in C can get the true/false status in K, the design reasoning 
stops and a conjunction C→K is found. Thanks to conjunctions, the “cacophony 
of competing visions” (Margolin, 2007, p.10) in envisioning futures contracts to 
feasible ones only. For example a village built on stilts and connected to the Cloud 
is a validated example of a marine smart city, which can even get a name, a brand. 
More conjunctions can be found as other ways to use stilts are designed (ex. an 
attached glasshouse). The operational gap between a disjunction and a next found 
conjunction requires the interplay of two more operators: C→C (the expansions) 
and K→K (problem-solving and possible validation).
The four design operations

The four operations C→K, K→C, C→C, and K→K compose the “design 
square” (Fig. 1). Their interplay formally captures the variety of design situations.

Until a conjunction is obtained, backtracking to former concepts and expanding 
them further is necessary. If no conjunction is found, the initial concept must be 
subsumed by a more general disjunction. Example: from ‘a submarine city with air 
inflow’ to ‘a livable air-water system’, even ‘amphibious system’.

Figure 1. The (Futures) design square evidences four generic operators, which together, will 
implement the design activity. For futurists, the K→C disjunctive operator reads: «creating 
a “futures proposition”», while the C→K conjunctive operator reads: «actualizing a feasible 
future”.»
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II.2 Why and how the C-K approach can benefit both FS and SF
Implementing C-K theory bears two fundamental benefits for both FS and SF:

1. It presents a theoretical departure from classical creativity methods and 
techniques, e.g. brainstorming, six hats techniques, or Delphi-based 
methods. As undecidable futures cannot be deduced solely from existing 
knowledge, a C-K futures designer is tasked with coercing (i.e. forcing) 
a futures creation process that can be rational, repeatable, traceable, 
documentable, and transferable, all by design. 

2. It supports the development of new breakthrough plans, solutions and 
alternatives with three practical gains: 1) it helps control the rationale of the 
developments; 2) it controls and paces the degree of futures innovation (e.g. 
change/reform/progress/create, etc.) and the resulting time-scale futures 
lineages; 3) it supports managers and policy-makers in bringing to decision 
the traced explanation of the different design paths obtained.

Carrying out C-K theory entails three main formal phases: 

a) First, setting a Design thinking approach that enables aligning FS with the 
SF genre: futures may not only be ideated, spoken about or compared but 
also purposely designed, with wished properties and traceably. This assertion 
departs from a customary predilection to project ideas about futures first 
and then evaluate a probability or feasibility for some actualization. The 
advantages are: constructability (leading to originality and robustness 
criteria), variability (variety criterion), and traceability (underpinning a 
value criterion). 

b) Second, forcing the adjunction of wished properties about futures, starting 
for instance from initial SF’s fictitious plots (the projected blueprints). These 
blueprints must retain undecidable status and the newly added properties 
are necessarily knowledge-relative, since expressed in wordy terms. The 
solutions found are thus constructed. This second assertion also breaks from 
classical scenarios having uncertain properties.

c) Third, operationalizing a design process approach through playing the 
design square described above. 

The whole C-K process ends when joining back the Knowledge space 
(conjunction operator C→K) after the expansions by observing the findings. 
Concretely, (i) either an impossible solution or (ii) an already existing one, or (iii) a 
solution that still requires work, typically R&D, to be actualized in order to resolve 
the situation, i.e. to validate (ii) or invalidate (i) the proposed solution. 

To illustrate this, a series of field experiments were performed which are briefly 
sketched below. Whereby SF propositions led to expressing undecidable blueprint 
concepts and, through their systematic expansion, guided to charting project briefs 
that implementers, including planners, policy makers, and project managers can 
routinely take up.3
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III – A few Cases in Point Meshing SF and FS Approaches

III.1 Cases methodology
This paper exhibits two series of workshops developed by using C-K theory 

for futures studies over the period 2011-2014. Participants worked all cases by 
implementing C-K theory methodologies (Agogué & al., 2014)  being progressively 
trained on the theory along with the proper language, vocabulary, models, and the 
suitable notions to apply. 
Two sets of cases are presented that follow a same unfolding process when fielding 
C-K theory, i.e.:

I. Extracting concepts from direct FS or SF sources, by scoping the futures or 
fictional zone to operate upon. This should require beginning with a state-of-
the-art understanding of the issues at hand covering the concept (mobilizing 
the relevant knowledge for establishing the state-of-the-art and the state-of-
the-non-art).

II. Plotting the definition of a root Cstart concept from the perimeter scoping 
done in 1). Which leads to forging at least one blueprint concept.

III. Projecting the blueprint in the unknown by triggering a double expansion 
in the C and K spaces by implementing C-K theory principles. This 
C-K expansion leads to obtaining conceptual conjunctions with existing 
knowledge elements.

IV. Conjoining at least one resulting concept Cend with the corpus of 
knowledge that covers it (either already existing or susceptible to precisely 
define the R&D to be performed in order to cover it).

V. Briefing the project, and valuing its definition with handover to e.g. 
decision-makers. 

These five phases mostly follow a temporal sequence, except when e.g. the 
process calls for another Cstart disjunction, when more knowledge is needed, or 
when a knowledge corpus reorganization is necessary to reflect new knowledge 
congruencies.
Three central points of the above process are established along:

1) Locating and explicating the dominant designs, i.e. the points of fixing 
habits and ruled designs (Utterback, 1975). Typically, these include the 
embedded design rules which may come from the long past and are still 
embodied in current design without questioning their continued utility 
and even less their reasons for being. The breaking fixations may uncover 
cognitive bias buried in previous designs and previous addictions to fixes in 
solutions. These can become hurdles when reducing the solving of wicked 
issues to problem-solving (Frey, 2011).

2) Pointing at the ruptures. The way to create (force) conceptual ruptures 
is by breaking the above fixations through opening suitable expansions in 
the C space, then expanding further. Some novel areas for exploration are 
unearthed which may now dwell in the Unknown. The associated knowledge 
domains are systematically searched concurrently, this eventually, and 
unavoidably, leading to periodically reordering the knowledge base.

3) Roughing and briefing the C→K conjunctions found, with a view to 
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investigating the feasibility of well-scoped breakthrough future projects 
defined from these obtained conjunctions. In case new knowledge is still 
needed (e.g. through R&D), the work to be undertaken is then scoped with 
better strictness. We have observed that the precision of the brief often 
amounts to a drastic reduction of the research scope and helps re-correlate 
the effort required with its impact.

The pedagogical technique privileges bringing out different features for each case.

III.2 Cases 1: Bringing back science fiction propositions to addressable 
futures

A workshop was performed with ten Engineering Master graduating students 
divided in groups at ISTIA within the BIOFUTURE workshop4. It exemplified the 
possibility to constructively generate solutions that would otherwise be still dubbed 
as science fiction. Before workshop launch, a one week flipped model of instruction 
(Flipped Classroom, 2015) was used whereby students received lectures and peer 
guidance instructions at home. Thanks to a homework reading of a series of SF 
novels, extracted from a large library of over 1000 SF books and magazines, during 
the ten days before the first session, participants were instructed to draw a long list 
of a priori concepts, ready for the C-K workshop to proceed, over two days sessions 
separated by one calendar month in between. Given the richness and variety of the 
expansions obtained by the groups, as well as to avoid redundancy, each group result 
will only show one different aspect of the implementation. 

III.2.1 A house that builds itself
This case purposely details “winning paths” in the conceptual expansion and 

how useful knowledge was accordingly reordered. 
The list of SF readings given to participants in anticipation was:

• The Day of the Triffids by John Wyndham (1951): killer plants. The plants 
are intelligent and organized. 

• The Seed of Earth by Robert Silverberg (1962): bubble houses. Houses 
building themselves from an auto-polymerizing fluid. 3 liters are enough to 
build thousands. 

• The Fury Out of Time by Lloyd Biggle Jr. (1965): a non-contact cardiac 
listening device; a society without money where everything belongs to the 
city; no personal property.

• A World Out of Time (Un monde hors du temps), Larry Niven (1978): RNA 
treatment to learn a new language or a new job. Human modification via 
genetic treatment; drug for eternal youth.

From them, the group chose its initial undecidable concept to start off 
expansions from “A house that builds itself from an auto-polymerizing fluid.” To 
expand it, it was voluntarily freed from too peculiar technical conditions that would 
prescribe a closing solution too soon, and rephrased as “A house that builds itself.” 
In figure 2 the progressive accumulation of relevant knowledge results from the 
conceptual expansion in C (the new knowledge mobilized covering the expanded 
concepts) and reciprocally serves to trigger new attributes to be added to further 
concepts in C. 
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Figure 2. The C-K diagram resulting from operating the design square of Figure 1. The large 
number of disjunctions and also conjunctions between the two spaces C and K are not shown 
here for clarity.

From the conjunctions found (circled in Figure 3), the participants coined an 
innovative futuristic concept: a house made of foam and polymerized by a laser. (Fig. 
3) shows the traced conceptual path and the corresponding islands of knowledge.

 

Figure 3. The knowledge pockets mobilized towards a 3D printing solution.

The resulting conjunctive “3D printed house” concept belongs to the K space as 
it is no longer science fiction but an R&D project which can be flanked with a brief 
(a high-level functional specification which planners, managers, and developers can 
take up in their own worlds). It read as follows:
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• Rationale: emergency situations multiply due to ecological catastrophes 
(tsunami, seism, hurricane, landslide, drought, etc.), industrial accidents, 
and wars… Overnight, thousands of people find themselves homeless. 
Quick response must be given to these emergency situations and a solution 
to rehouse these persons found.

• Originality: given that the routing of materials to build emergency housing 
can be long and complicated, a solution is found in new strategies for 
fast construction of emergency accommodations, which will be thrifty in 
material and cheap. Objective: to build well-insulated houses by 3D printing 
on a very large scale.

• Value: the solution is a new low-cost strategy for fast constructing 
emergency accommodations which bypass long and complicated routings 
of raw materials. Such houses are highly interesting for refugees’ or present 
day international trespassers’ camps. The aim is to meet the needs of high 
volumes by supplying shelters that are installed easily and can last as 
needed. Slogan: “A roof for tonight for each.”  Time to market: as per 3D 
printing facilities.

• Robustness of proposition: the solution bears the following properties: 
High construction speed; low quantities of needed material; huge houses 
productivity; emergency housing environment.

Figure 4.  The Magic*Eye diagram (Corsi, 2008) reveals the unbalance between a priori high 
solution relevance and a still undeveloped concept, a typical “orphan innovation” profile, 
whereby facing a market without offer or a technology without market (Agogué, 2014).

The participants overcame several initial fixations, e.g. construction traditionally 
means solid material; projected foam could possibly do as well, hence calling for 
cross-cutting construction domains traditionally standing separate. The results bridge 
the distance between «out-of-space» SF ideas and concepts drawn from existing 
technologies. 
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III.2.2 A man who can travel through time
This case expressly points at a full C space expansion as well as the knowledge 

domains that are mobilized by the concepts visited. 

Figure 5. The diagrammatic C-K expansion for the “Time travelling man” concept.
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A number of C ←→ K relations were drawn that are not represented here for 
the sake of clarity. From this collection of SF readings:

• Wayfarers by Algernon Blackwood (1912),
• Fahrenheit 451, Ray Bradbury (1953),
• I am a legend by Richard Matheson (1954),
• La dixième planète by Charles-Henri Badet (1954),
• Tout doit disparaître le 5 mai by Pierre Véry (1961),
• Mutiny in space by Avram Davidson (1964),
• The molecule men by Fred Hoyle & Geoffrey Hoyle (1973),

The participants elaborated a number of primitive concepts, such as “A world 
where everything is controlled (time, genetic, etc.)”, “The molecule man can 
transform himself in everything which is alive (animal, human, plant…)”, “Tribe 
of warrior women (organization)”, and “Previous lives.” They finally scoped the 
“Time control” abstraction from “La dixième planète”, which lead to express their 
blueprint concept as «A man who can time travel through time.» Figure 6 details the 
expansion that finally led to the C-K conjunction: “to control the effect of time on 
the organism.” 

An innovative project was isolated centered on the following knowledge (Fig. 6):

Figure 6. The definitional knowledge pockets mobilized towards resolving the C-K conjunc-
tion through an R&D project.

Targeted Web searches completed the work: students discovered the existence 
of crawling nanorobots and nano cars using body sugar as energy: they imagined a 
nanorobot, which would be able to satisfy the objective. They designed the idea of 
a product with composition, posology, and packaging characteristics: one capsule 
being equivalent to 500.000–1.000.000 nanorobots + excipients and a motto: “Time 
Tech: Access to unlimited Time.” 

The participants sensed the interest of evolving C and K spaces concurrently as 
they cross-enriched both sides through conducting the double expansion.

III.3 Cases 2: Pushing Future Studies propositions far forward
The two workshops below were developed through two independent sessions 

each featuring from 20 to 30 adult designers students at EDNA5. By proposing, 
thanks to coach ex-ante preparation time, a common objective theme to participants 
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at the start of each workshop, the process freed their C-K exploration and original 
solutions were obtained in considerable dimensions of exploration. 

Each single workshop was held over a full-time week of five days (i.e. approx. 
35 hours of collective assignment, plus home work towards the latter days for 
preparing the plenary presentations with a formal jury). In each, students were 
grouped in clusters of 6-8 individuals. Given the large amount and variety of the 
results obtained each time, as well as to avoid redundancy with the BIOFUTURE 
workshop above, each case will show different implementation aspects. For 
complements see [Blanchard & Corsi, 2013].

III.3.1 Case 1: a 2.0 sitting posture
This case wilfully shows unexpected expansions for a relatively habitudinal 

proposition. It spells out a full-fledged intensive full-time workshop lasting one 
week. All steps mentioned above in section III.1 were undertaken through a compact 
set-up by the four groups. 

At the launch of the workshop week, this unique and common thematic root 
concept was tasked to each group: “exploring novel sitting postures for humans”, 
a theme part of a partnership process with the national Tapestry Craft Organization 
(Groupement des Artisans-Tapissiers de France). As a preparatory phase to the 
development of a contemporary day bed, the posture subject theme plus its 
surrounding characteristics had been previously defined. 

The notion of posture here had been confirmed versus the one of “seating” 
in order again to avoid inducing too early solutions and embodiments (lending to 
fixations). Part of the enlargement of the theme should integrate the relation to the 
body and rest time, action, and comfort. Yet, the given theme did not incorporate any 
oxymoronic form of definition. 

A methodological control of the animators onto the groups was found to be 
paramount in obtaining specific C-K properties that could yield valuable variety, 
originality and robustness criteria. In addition, the innovation capability (IC) factor 
that was grown through the whole process was plotted on a qualitative maturity scale 
with respect to relative differential ΔC constructs. IC would become a target futures 
capability maturity index. Symmetrically, the quantity of knowledge gradually 
mobilized by the same process was plotted on a logarithmic scale thus expressing  
relative differential ΔK pockets of knowledge (unit in log (K)). This became an 
indicator of the minimal relevant knowledge subset for target futures constructs. 
Together, they quantitatively qualified the respective groups’ yields. (Blanchard 
& Corsi, 2013). The relative theory of innovation capability maturity model is 
developed in (Corsi, 2015).
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Figure 7. Two concepts resulting from a C-K-based double expansion process.

Various ways to express the notion of posture were progressively formulated 
(oxymoronic forms and not) with a view to trigger the very C-K Theory process 
over a weeklong session (Fig. 7). 

Original cognitive debiaising mechanisms were actuated both at individual and 
intra-groups levels, plus inter-groups transfers of members meant to favor ruptures 
in C and, in general, improving the global performance, both in C and in K and 
resulting in ΔC, ΔK incremental progressions.

A more complete account of the methodology followed and the results achieved 
was published in (Blanchard & Corsi, 2013) and (Blanchard & al., 2013).

III.3.2 Co-working spaces 2.0 and beyond
This case intentionally progresses a common proposition stepwise. It also refers 

to a full-fledged intensive full-time workshop lasting one week. All steps mentioned 
above in section III.1 were undertaken through a compact, yet varied, set-up by the 
four groups. This case focused on futures collaborative work setups and modalities. 
The variations include the progressed exploration of an initial concept: a co-working 
space. Fielding C-K theory was instrumental in monitoring the degree of the 
conceptual ruptures provoked for the first time. To facilitate the reading, this case is 
accounted in a narrative style.

By now, knowledge has become a central asset for society; yet, Peter Drucker 
first introduced the notion of knowledge worker in 1952 (Drucker, 1992-2003). An 
initial survey was conducted offline by the author a month before the session as 
people may or not collaborate easily, being bound to intellectual protection behavior 
(fixations by ownership), classical project management techniques (fixations by 
roles), and disciplinary or branches views (e.g. engineering, marketing, finances, 
manufacturing, etc.). Discussions were brought in by email before working 
out the case, by starting with a first conceptual and preliminary definition for a 
Collaborative Working Space: 

A working space for common use that can be used as an à-la-carte office  
by any knowledge worker
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Organized patterns of work express behaviors that arise from the interactions 
between people. Social networks reveal the same emerging patterns almost 
independently from locality and time factors. How we can think about people 
working “together” beyond these limits, was the core subject of deploying the 
weeklong C-K approach. A preliminary state-of-the-art (K0 knowledge base) was 
summarized through a few salient principles of a co-working space of the first 
generation:

Co-Working Spaces (CWS) of 1st generation
Mission statement 

To make a work-dedicated real estate a priori available anytime for visitors, incl. 
by reservation
Contingencies

Space and equipment are usually not dynamically customizable with respect to 
usage intensity and type, public types… Privacy and confidentiality not easily ad-

dressable…

Yet, what’s critically missing in current CWS interpretations? As the name 
induces, are they CWS spaces, really? Where’s time? If future is all about time 
and timing, how do CWS articulate and warp time to produce effects? After all, as 
participants are supposed to be immersed in a global experience thanks to a CWS, 
time becomes intermingled with space and all other resources: other participants, 
equipment, and financial means; plus the environment. That is the way e.g. firms 
do operate if and when they innovate. What’s missing is a double intelligence about 
ways to:

- organize co-working processes,
- globally approach endogenous interactions with exogenous factors, like the 

environment.

The C expansion led to mobilize more elements populating the K space:

Meeting places, presentation and informal exchanges locations, sharing of experi-
ence, animations, new technologies presentations, usages experimentation. 

Events organization, barcamps, trainings, meetings, press conferences, creativity 
sessions, new concepts experimentations. Modularity, friendliness and conviviality, 

relaxing. 
Stimulation of entrepreneurial initiatives resonating w. social, environmental, eco-

nomical, & cultural challenges.

Thomas Frey’s Da Vinci Institute seems a fitting and comprehensive embodi-
ment of this definition. Then, what are the limits to the concept: when is it no longer 
a co-working space? The limits to the study aren’t easy to define at first. Leading 
architects sometimes bound themselves to no rule when extrapolating common no-
tions. Take the concept of a working building for instance and see what an architect 
(among others) came up with in Figure 8. Can this building represent or become a 
co-working space? Arguably yes, as “surface is folded in an endless Mobius band, 
floors transform into ceilings, inside into outside {…} A home that has no beginning 
and no end.” 6 It even seems to fit many of co-working prerequisites. And… can we 
3D print a CWS?7. All which led to conceiving future co-working spaces:
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Co-working spaces (CWS) of next generation
Use and alter space and time conjointly - Enhance and augment local possi-

bilities - Enhance people’s and all resources’ synergies

Figure 8. Can this building be a working space? Actually, the Rolex Learning Center at 
EPFL in Lausanne, Switzerland, comes close to it. Both are Most Advanced Yet Acceptable 
(MAYA) creations.

Along this path, a co-working space 2.0 concept gets heightened to the status of 
an ecosystem enabler, and may look as a free form space without time limitations, or 
an enabler of synergies among individuals – professionals and not - and formal and 
informal organizations. A seed engine fostering tomorrow’s socio-economies in a 
post-industrial economy (Drucker, 1992, 1993).

The initial co-working root concept was again reformulated as a radical concept 
to start-off prolonged C-K processes among the groups of participants:

“An open and free time access space that is pre-structured to favor the meeting, the 
communication, the cooperation, the coordination and the collaboration between 

several fortuitous persons, favoring:
- inventive faculties of the individual, inclusive of surprising ones,

- discovery and innovation for individuals and organizations.”

This case showed the interest of studying systemics and ecosystems for 
advancing CWS research in management science, multi/inter/transdisciplinary 
education, etc., and bringing new CWS performance indicators to the fore. In 
achieved knowledge societies, new economic modalities can be developed (circular, 
ternary models, etc.). Figure 9 offers an example of such an embodiment.
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Figure 9. More than a store: when new generation collaborative spaces come of age in un-
expected places. Here, a burgeoning Brussels Apple Store on its only 3rd day after opening 
on September 19, 2015: a central groove surrounded by Florida grown up ficus trees invites 
to share, work and cooperate, mixing creative people from different generations; specialized 
areas propose events, chats, rest. The longitudinal alley connects them all as a fluid link; the 
immense cathedral-like room unites the interior and the exterior through giant wavy glass 
structures in one living-experience continuum; the 150-screens background surface displays 
16M addressable pixels. While the store invites the street and reciprocally, each absorbing 
the other into everyday life and culture. (Photos by the author).

III.4 Synthesizing the experiments

III.4.1 Overall observations
All experiments typified situations where cutting edge futures concepts were 

sought. Implementing C-K theory helped detach from present data (contextual to 
past and present) and knowledge through initial disjunctions. It engaged intense 
collaboration in transdisciplinary thinking towards socio-economic results, enabling 
decision-makers with briefs, illustrated embodiments, and managerial pitches. 
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The BIOFUTURE workshop narrowed the distance between Science Fiction 
and Futures Studies through blueprinting concepts from initial knowledge. Relevant 
knowledge was found either existing and accessible, or susceptible to derive from 
missing R&D to be performed. While the BIOFUTURE experiment ended up with 
a number of ruptures, through rough and brief propositions, the EDNA workshops 
operated an additional ”forward process” aimed at expanding from an existing 
concept or problématique. The EDNA experiments showed how things can “happen 
on more or less distant futures”, including fictional ones, while BIOFUTURE 
brought science fiction stories “back to a workable situation”. Together, they 
encompass Futures Studies and Science Fiction in a mutual operational framework, 
where contents are sharable by the parties, stakeholders, or decision-makers.

III.4.2 Process, methodological and other lessons
One immediate lesson is that Science Fiction used by the C-K approach appears 

in the end much less fiction than otherwise. It stretches futuristic concepts into 
a functional conceptual continuum. Information supposed to belong to fictional 
fields partially sips into the K space and triggers relations with projective concepts. 
The resulting design trace becomes a reusable asset and the excess of K generated 
becomes available for further endeavors. 

The process is manageable and can implicate futures thinkers, engineers, design-
ers, architects, even marketers, investors, etc. Futures are constructively, traceably, 
and collaboratively generated through a process defining pivotal rupture axes and 
enabling a powerful language for dealing with futures with high interpretative pow-
er, bringing variety. The approach brings up a design-oriented language with the dis-
tinct faculty to explicate futures having no status yet, i.e. no definitional expression, 
less of any socio-economic value. (cf. “There are no facts in the future, there is no 
potential in the past” – W. Bell).
Inter-groups knowledge permutations effectuated a re-generative action, which 
helped disentangling a priori constructions. They revealed two design activity phe-
nomena:

• groups’ cognitive defixation, which revealed deeper, unconscious fixations,
• implementation of unexpected concepts expansions making space for origi-

nal lateral thinking.

This suggests a need for more theoretical studies in collective cross-defixation. 
Implementing C-K design theory supports a futures language apt to democratize 

the forging of futures concepts. A benefit lies in avoiding early dominant future 
designs with a functional analysis that is not adapted to seeking “ruptures”. Revising 
the identity of futures objects and producing a large variety of futures prototyping 
strategies becomes possible. A functional link between disciplines is obtained by 
redrawing the conceptual frontiers between their respective K corpora. This paper 
has shown instances of what educators can actuate in about standard settings.

As a corresponding example, an engaging futures gaming experiment was 
designed by graduate students of the Hawaii Research Center for Futures Studies 
(Dator et al., 2013, p.118), whereby “changing communication technologies 
impact power (and other) relations.” In the game, the “technology” promoted 
-of the orgware category- empowered group communication, cooperation, and 
collaboration to an unprecedented degree: a transformative and powerful enterprise 
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which exceeded the notion of a game, where the total sum became greater that the 
sum of the contributions, e.g. partial knowledge, creative expressions, coaching and 
listening capacities.

IV – Tackling the way forward
Far from planning and supervision practices tending to “control” futures, 

shouldn’t futures studies position themselves around freeing futures? To “love future 
generations” (Amar, 2013, p.43) is to capacitate and free these to invent one’s own 
futures, with a language leading to “futures good will”. An artist-engineer-futurist’s 
capacity to design and adapt futures resources has been shown. In contrast, scenarios 
can’t nurture rich futures although they may bear standalone original value. Our 
futures are artifacts with the potential for infinite becoming, indefinitely expandable 
and based on conceptual blueprinted propositions. 

The experiments provided explicate the generation of unknown futures. In 
a similar vein to Haldenby stirring around scenarized experiences to reflect how 
new technologies emerge through human-centered design techniques (Haldenby, 
2013), our experiments bring forward the possibility of designed agendas enhancing 
society’s values and goals, timely projecting previously undecidable future elements 
into projects roadmaps. They provide value to ideas, e.g. a house-building concept 
may bear contextual value in emergencies by providing shelters for people having 
lost homes.

When facing the development, the futurist becomes a privileged observer - 
the “looker”8 of the futures being crafted. These are harnessed by reasoning while 
bearing infinite semantic relativity. A new kind of time machine is born out of 
connecting Design and Futures, whereby the two edges are Science Fiction and 
Futures Studies. Both technology and thinking supports “what it feels like to live 
in the future” corresponding to Haldenby’s experiments, the machine closes the 
loop between present stakeholders and worlding the future. It helps designing 
science fiction with such values as “safety, utility, serviceability, cost constraints, 
appearance, and shelf appeal” (Sterling, 2006, p.1).

Perhaps the reconciliation of Science Fiction and Futures Studies into Julian 
Bleecker’s vision of  “design fiction” (Bleecker, 2009) represents the main result from 
such experiments. A futures management (Le Masson, 2010) discipline nonetheless 
needs be promoted, to include service provisions and accompaniment. The strategy 
motivating such manipulation of futures can hopefully be made transparent when 
exercising such processes, and with it, proper ethics and governance. After all, the 
payoffs reside beyond the mere “goggleability” property of the futures we aim to 
design. French author Muriel Barbery (2006, p.110) said it in her own way:

“That’s what the future is for: to build the present, with real plans, made by living people.”
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Notes
1. C-K Theory has been mathematically proven to be equivalent for objects (e.g. 

in this paper, any present or future ‘element’) to what Forcing Theory is for 
sets models (Hatchuel 2009, see also op. cit. Hatchuel, Weil & Le Masson). 
Forcing Theory won the Field Medal for American mathematician Paul 
Cohen in sets theory in 1966.

2. The C space is defined on mathematical set theory without the choice axiom 
(a futurist can’t define a ‘submarine city’ before conceiving it, being unable 
to pick this concept in the set of all smart cities! This set is indefinable 
completely). The K space is mathematically defined on the set of categories. 
C needs K for its definitions within, K reflects a particular design view.

3. Incidentally, this paper paves the way towards a governance of Futures 
Studies as a transdisciplinary undertaking.

4. Institut des Sciences et des Techniques de l’ingénieur d’Angers (first 
historical institute dedicated to innovation created in France, 1976). Students 
are “innovation engineers.”

5. EDNA: L’Ecole de Design Nantes Atlantique, Nantes, France. The 
workshops at EDNA and Ecole Supérieure du Bois in Nantes, France, 
were conducted with the logistical and pedagogical support of Dr. Philippe 
Blanchard.

6. Cit. Dutch architect Janjaap Ruijssenaars from Universe Architecture in 
Amsterdam (http://www.universearchitecture.com/), who designed a one-
piece building to be built on a giant 3D printer designed by Italian inventor 
Enrico Dini. http://www.3ders.org/articles/20130115-dutch-architect-to-
build-endless-house-with-3d-printer.html.

7. http://tech.slashdot.org/story/13/01/20/153214/dutch-architect-plans-3d-
printed-building

8. « Le regardeur » (the “looker”), as famous 20th century conceptual artist 
Marcel Duchamp liked to say.
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